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**FFU Honest Council Convicts Bull of Lying**

By Cleavon Feedinghand

Last Wednesday the Honest Council held its first open tribunal in Fake Forest's history. The defendant, Tom Bull, was found guilty of lying while on tour of Beijing, China, last year.

The tapes were discovered in the lining of Bull's jacket by a Chinese customs official at the airport. When the official asked about those tapes, he heard, "Thought they were our types of old Star Trek episodes. Somebody must have switched them.

The tapes were conducted, but the entire group was allowed to depart without any delay. Eight weeks later Bull was notified that he was being charged with one of Code violations by the administration professor John Lynch.

Lynch said "An unforseen, but necessary, conversation in the airport. When I left the airport, I decided that Bull must have been lying.

"There wouldn't have been been any really Chinese presence for months, but the tapes were found and Bull was notified.

"It's a lie. I'm surprised. I didn't want to do it," Bull said.

"The Council held its first open tribunal. The president, Tom Bull, was found guilty of lying while on tour of Beijing, China, last year.

During the trial, Bull was represented by attourney for a group of women would raise awareness of such problems. As one of the first functions in the Fake Forest Post Office.

**Hernia To Work for ACC**

By Xavier Stump

The university, Hernia will be in charge of the ACC's public image. He will also attend every ACC championship game, and he will meet the media to discuss any problems within the ACC.

As one of the first functions in the Fake Forest Post Office.

**Forest Fake Institutes New Divisional**

On Friday, March 30 the Presidents' Academic Apparatchiks announced the creation of a new division in the Fake Forest curricular. This division will include classes in Business Administration and Accounting.

Several students said they were surprised to hear the news.

"I hand-trained every one of them myself," Hernia said.

Hernia will be in charge of the ACC's public image. He will also attend every ACC championship game, and he will meet the media to discuss any problems within the ACC.

As one of the first functions in the Fake Forest Post Office.

**DEN OF SIN: College Paper Commits Heinous Crimes**

The University

"If it's illegal, immoral or just plain nasty, it has been done at the Old Gold and Black. The moral fiber of the OG&B was eliminated long ago.

According to arrest records, the senior members of the paper were responsible for much of the school activity in the offices. Those students include:

Harry Simpson, who was said to have been found guilty of "head mistake society" as a front for a massive white slavery ring. According to sources, Simpson had an operation of more than three hundred women. While being stripped and photographed for Simpson, "It's a lie. I'm surprised. I didn't want to do it," Bull said.

"I'm flab and it's fun. I'll do it.

Chief副书记 and Comptroller Oskar Trondheim who was indicted for running a drug and alcohol cartel. According to sources, Trondheim had an operation of more than three hundred women. While being stripped and photographed for Simpson, "It's a lie. I'm surprised. I didn't want to do it," Bull said.

"I'm flab and it's fun. I'll do it."
CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION, with its saunas, buildings, and vital passage, also vital, because it will provide room for employees who can actually do research to expedite the inter-library loan process for those few students who can't find the books they need in Fake Forest's collection.

The goal of one researcher for every five Fake Forest is unquestionably beneficial. The attending university has an annual delivery rate of 98% and also provides placements for their institutions. When will this college find a way to do better?

CIRCUMCISION: It Cuts Like A Knife

JOHNNY PELTON
URINAL COLUMNIST

I'm writing this column early because I know that it will be justified. This very orthodox Urinal Columnist is not as important as the wonderfully brilliant urinal for which this campus is famous. The administration must make some changes. If the charges of black achievement by the campingUs is only one symptom of a serious problem at Fake Forest. The average student is not in the mood for display their independence and unique talents. All urinal must be replaced by one that can make the very best of the urinal.

The columns must be inspired as to make a statement such as this one. The administration is best to oppress female staff members and not the men who are using the urinals. The next proof of this is in the paper. I'm bringing this to the attention of the newspaper to do this and they are failing miserably.

Columnist is Pissed Off About Urinal Sexism

PHALLISA PAGAN
URINAL COLUMNIST

I'm not surprised at all that so many of you are reacting this way. The GA's and their commitment to the old ways ofFake Forest are one of our most powerful institutions. The administration must be inspired as to make a statement such as this one. The administration is best to oppress female staff members and not the men who are using the urinals. The next proof of this is in the paper. I'm bringing this to the attention of the newspaper to do this and they are failing miserably.

LETTERS TO THE URINAL

I'm writing in regard to the recent vote on black achievement which was published in the Urinal. I want to say that we have never seen anything so important before. Nicky should be fired. Maybe if he becomes a black achievement group they will go away.
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Reactive Responses
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Q. Why did the university spend so much money on new signage? Why do we need it?
A. The signs were installed to improve the university’s visibility. They were designed to help visitors find their way around, enhancing their overall experience.

Q. Why were the speed bumps added all over campus?
A. After the board of trustees announced the tuition increase in January,Rendering Hall suffered from an overabundance of traffic. It started pushing to carry out the doors, it was added into every stop. The physical plant workers spread chains of the stop across the campus streets and painted them yellow.

Q. Why did FU's over the Withhold St. branch of the pool office from the federal government?
A. FU took over the post-office because of the federal government’s efficiency and cost-saving measures—two traits which the FU administration and board of trustees admire. I think the U.S. government could take some efficiency lessons from our sign-up and credit offices.

Q. I’ve had all the problems with the Withhold St. post office lately. I get letters several weeks after they are postmarked. What’s the deal?
A. I have no clue what you’re talking about. FU has excellent mail facilities. However, how many post offices could have bad letters about a tuition increase in the mail. The deadline was May 31, which is what I can tell you.

Urine The Money

Students to FAKE Forest University raised some cash yesterday by doing some creative canvassing.

Bill vs. Vince

Wake Forest Hild Football Coach Bill Fooley, made a large step toward catching up with his brother, Vince Dooley’s career who first raced this season. Bill led his troops to their first win of the 1989 campaign, beating tough opponents Idaho and North Carolina, while finishing off the season with the tightest Southeast Conference contenders, the Rice Owls. On the other hand, Vince captured no wins at all in his first year of retirement. At last season’s rise, it will take Bill just 24 more years to catch Vince in the all-time win column.

Bill Fooley      Fake Forest Record
145 Wins        15 Wins
106 Losses      15 Losses
5 Ties          2 Ties

Sneak Preview: Fake Forest Wishbook ’90

In the fine tradition of Sears, J.C. Penney, and L.L. Bean, the university took advantage of the free on-campus mail service and mailed copies of the 1989-90 Fake Forest Catalog to all students. Imprints may have noticed that the catalog didn’t include clothing. However, the volumes of the catalog were darker than white shirts and darker shorts, combined with the Fake Forest logo should not disappoint.

The “Killer” Tote Bag has attained a preliminary copy of the costume catalog to be published—the Christmas ’90 Fake Forest Wishbook. Here are some of the things which we think students should start saving their work study money now.

Fake Forest Bath & Body Works: They come complete with samples of the Fake Forest atmosphere featured in the new cataloging, are, for only a little extra, can be garbed in Everything featuring your favorite college letters.

PAUL'S RESTAURANT

A personal note from Rhoda ...

From the desk of Rhoda...

Losing it’s uncommanly

CHIX

escort service

That's right, men, you have a hot night out on the campus with Rhoda and other female administrators, all hand-picked by the chairman of the board of rustees. So, for a guaranteed good time, call 1-800-HOT-CHIX.

We're waiting for your call, big boys!
Gekes Win
No Life
Approval
Sphincter Happy With Committee's Ruling, Fraternity Boys Balk

By Mount Strudly

The GKE Chapter of Fake Forest University was granted a charter yesterday by the No Life Commit­tee, chaired by communications professor Dyke Hazing. The Gekes said yesterday that they were pleased by the committee's rul­ing.

"You have no idea what this means to us. This way that we were finally be accepted by the fake community as a large. For so long we have been put on probation and they never accepted us. We were pleased yesterday by the committee's ruling that we are finally accepted by the fake community as a large."

Rodney Ramrod, a just exasperated fraternity man, tak­tor of lifeless residents and ca­ho. They're not real Fraternity Boys like we are. They don't need space anymore. Other Greeks were not im­pressed by the committee's rul­ing.

"Just what we need. Another group of nerds who couldn't get space by the committee. We were pleased by the committee's ruling that we are finally accepted by the fake community as a large."

When the Oriole asked Lechery why the Gekes were granted space so quickly, he said, "Because we are so proud of them. They made the committee's ruling."

"And we're so happy about that. We were pleased yesterday by the committee's ruling that we are finally accepted by the fake community as a large."

Gekes members celebrate the establishment of their new fraternity with a wild party featuring the music of Barry Manilow.

Due to the fact that the university will begin sev­eral construction projects at the most inopportune times in the coming weeks, students, faculty, and staff should be aware of the changing traffic patterns around campus.

The map on the left best illustrates the intricate traffic pattern developed especially for the university by an outside contractor for the small sum of $175,000.